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Abstract 
 

Massive (large-scale) MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) is one of the key 
technologies in next-generation wireless communication systems. This paper proposes a 
high-performance low-complexity turbo receiver for SC-FDMA (single-carrier 
frequency-division multiple access) based MMIMO (massive MIMO) systems. Because 
SC-FDMA technology has the desirable characteristics of OFDMA (orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access) and the low PAPR (peak-to-average power ratio) of SC transmission 
schemes, the 3GPP LTE (long-term evolution) has adopted it as the uplink transmission to 
meet the demand high data rate and low error rate performance. The complexity of computing 
will be increased greatly in base station with massive MIMO (MMIMO) system. In this paper, 
a low-complexity adaptive turbo equalization receiver based on normalized minimal 
symbol-error-rate for MMIMO SC-FDMA system is proposed. The proposed receiver is with 
low complexity than that of the conventional turbo MMSE (minimum mean square error) 
equalizer and is also with better bit error rate (BER) performance than that of the conventional 
adaptive turbo MMSE equalizer. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 
scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

In the Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A), the uplink employs SC-FDMA [1] 
and the downlink employs OFDMA [2]. SC-FDMA is a modified version of the OFDM.   
MIMO wireless communication which uses spatial multiplexing has the capability to increase 
capacity through added data, which needs to be separated by a detection algorithm. With 
reduced complexity, the performance of SDs (sphere decoders) approaches to that of the 
maximum likelihood (ML) detector. However, SDs still have a high complexity [3]. The 
low-complexity SISO (soft-input soft-output) equalization that is based on MMSE criterion 
has been developed [4]. It includes a new approach which has lower complexity than optimal 
MMSE solution and the extension of the existing approach to a general signal constellation [5]. 
Existing transmit antenna diversity techniques such as STBC (space time block coding) [6] 
and SFBC (space frequency block coding) [7] are incompatible either with the system 
constraints or with the single-carrier nature of SC-FDMA. However, these techniques need to 
compute channel parameter. The spatial multiplexing technique [8] and the adaptive equalizer 
can be chosen to prevent the estimation of the channel, and the complexity can be reduced. 
Traditionally, adaptive algorithms have been developed based on the MMSE or the least mean 
square (LMS) criterion [9]. The MMSE solution is not optimal in equalization application. 
Some researches those are based on the minimum bit error rate (MBER) criterion or the 
minimum symbol error rate (MSER) criterion have been conducted to find alternative designs 
[10, 11]. Some other researches which are based on MSER include channel equalization 
[11-15], beamforming [16], carrier phase recovery [17], timing recovery [18], precoding [19] 
and power control/allocation [20-22]. Compared to the existing works of MSER/MBER 
equalizers [11][12], the constrained optimization problem of the equalizer is solved with the 
Lagrange multiplier method [22, 23].  

To increase its practicability, this paper proposes a low-complexity normalized adaptive 
MSER (AMSER) equalizer for MMIMO SC-FDMA system. To reduce the error propagation 
and enhance the performance, the turbo code and the optimal equalizer are combined as the 
turbo equalization [24]. The iterative property of turbo receiver is employed to improve the 
accuracy of estimated data. The proposed scheme is called as normalized adaptive minimal 
symbol-error-rate (NAMSER) turbo equalizer. Compared with some existing works which are 
LMS turbo equalizer [25], MMSE turbo equalizer [26] and AMSER equalizer [12] with turbo 
receiver, the proposed scheme has better performance and lower complexity. The simulation 
results show that the proposed scheme has better error rate performance than that of the 
existing schemes. Considering hardware implementation, the look-up table approximation [27, 
28] can be employed to approximate hyperbolic tangent. 
    In the future, MMIMO technique is one of the important parts in 5G communication [29, 
30]. In [30], it discusses the complexity of base station (BS) detection which is used in LTE 
uplink system. The complexity of computing will be increased greatly in BS with large-scale 
MIMO system as opposed the small-scale MIMO system which is 2-to-4 antennas at 
transmitter and receiver. In uplink system, most critical mission is to reduce complexity of 
data detection and power consumption. As the hundreds of antennas at the BS, we have a large 
dimension of channel matrix. For MMIMO system, the optimum detections such as the ML 
detection or the SD detection have very high computational complexity. For some sub-optimal 
algorithm like MMSE, the matrix multiplication and the inverse matrix should be computed. 
So the complexity will be an exponential growth along with amount of antennas at BS. In [31, 
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32], they use ZF (zero-forcing) and MMSE detectors in the receiver. But they still have high 
complexity with computation of channel inverse matrix. In [33] and [34], they use MMSE 
algorithm in massive MIMO system and use their method to reduce complexity. But it still has 
to compute inverse matrix of large dimensional channel and the number of antenna is not large 
enough. In [35][36], one shows that the MRC (maximum ratio combining) achieves the same 
throughput as that of ZF for large number of antennas. Some optimal algorithm, such as ML in 
[37] and SD [38][39], they investigate maximum likelihood. For heuristic detectors, these 
optimal algorithms have better performance, however the number of antenna still not large 
enough, and they easily reach the high complexity. Therefore, low-complexity linear detection 
algorithms that with sub-optimal error rate performance and scale favorably to the 
high-dimensional problems is important for MMIMO system. The proposed scheme employs 
a transform matrix which combines the received data to solve the high dimensional channel 
matrix. The system can be seen as a linear growth in MMIMO. In other words, this paper finds 
a possibility of low-complexity data detection in MMIMO systems. The organization of this 
paper is as follows. In section 2, the proposed system model is described. In section 3, the 
proposed normalized adaptive equalization turbo receiver are described in detail. Simulation 
results and conclusions are provided in section 4 and section 5, respectively. 

2. System Model 

 
Fig. 1. The transmitter of the proposed MMIMO SC-FDMA systems.   

 
In this section, a MMIMO SC-FDMA system is considered, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each 

original symbol dk is encoded to coded symbol xk. The sk  is a BPSK/QPSK signal within the 
kth symbol time. After M-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the signal can be written as 

S=FM𝑠 (1) 
Where   FM is the M-point discrete Fourier transform matrix. The element of the matrix can be 
written as 

[ FM]a,b=
1

√M
e�−2πab

M �      a,b∈{0,1,…,M − 1} (2) 

Next we will do spatial multiplexing (SM), we assume two transmitted antennas to explain 
how SM works. The signal must be separated into two components, even frequency signal and 
odd frequency signal, it can be shown as following, 

S= � S2i
S2i+1,

� (3) 

the first antenna transmits S2i, the second antenna transmits S2i+1. The signal becomes 𝑦𝑁𝑡 and 
then we add CP (cyclic prefix). The signal becomes y𝑁𝑡

 and then transmitted. Through the 
fading channel, we collect all 𝑁𝑡 antennas into a �𝑁 + 𝐿𝑐𝑝� × 𝑁𝑡 matrix. 

y𝑁𝑡
= �y𝑁𝑡

(0),y𝑁𝑡
(1),…,y𝑁𝑡

�N+Lcp − 1�� (4) 
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That means the signal of (4) becomes  y= �y1  y2  …  y𝑁𝑡
�. The signal at the nrth antenna is 

denoted as zNr, 
zNr=h�Nr,Nt ⊗y+nNr  (5) 

Where h�Nr,Nt  is a (𝑁𝑟𝐿) × 𝑁𝑡 channel matrix shown as follows, 

 h� Nr,Nt =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡ ℎ1,1

ℎ2,1
⋮

ℎ𝑁𝑟,1

 

ℎ1,2
ℎ2,2

⋮
ℎ𝑁𝑟,2

 

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

 

ℎ1,𝑁𝑡

ℎ2,𝑁𝑡
⋮

ℎ𝑁𝑟,𝑁𝑡 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 (6) 

The element vector of channel matrix is described as follows, 

hNr,Nt = �ℎ𝑁𝑟,𝑁𝑡(0) ℎ𝑁𝑟,𝑁𝑡(1) ⋯ ℎ𝑁𝑟,𝑁𝑡 (𝐿 − 1)�𝑇
 (7) 

where (5) means the transmitted signal y do convolution with channel h� Nr,Nt , and nNr  is 
complex additive white Gaussian noise. After N-point DFT, the signal becomes 

RNr=FN�h�Nr,Nt⊗y+nNr�=HNr,NtYNt + ΛNr (8) 

where HNr,Nt = FN⊗h�Nr,Nt , ΛNr = FNnNr , FN  is N-point DFT matrix. The received 
symbol Rk are used to perform equalization in first iteration. The architecture of the proposed 
turbo NAMSER scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The output of decoder is the estimated value of 
transmitted bits dk, and decoder will calculate LLR value which will be used to compute a new 
estimation 𝑠𝑘

𝑑  of sk, then it will be used in next iteration to produce a more accurate estimation 
of sk. We use received symbol and extrinsic information of turbo decoder in the proposed 
NAMSER turbo equalizer. 

 
Fig. 2. The proposed receiver for the MMIMO SC-FDMA systems.   

3. The Proposed NAMSER Turbo Equalizer 
3.1 NAMSER Equalization 

At time instant k, the equalizer at the previous stage, denoted as 𝐆�k-1, is available. 𝐆�k is 
updated based on 𝐆�k-1 and the new received signals 𝐑� k. The constraint is that 𝐆�k will provide 
correct symbols detection which is 𝐬�𝑘 = 𝐆�𝑘

𝑇𝐑� k. The objective function is 
min

𝐆�k
‖𝐆�k − 𝐆�k-1‖2 (9) 

We will derive an extension of the NAMBER algorithm to the QPSK source. We still use the 
model of (8), but the real and imaginary parts of sk are independently and uniformly drawn 
from {±1}. At first, we consider the real part of the equalizer output, 

ℜ{ŝk}=ℜ�𝐆�𝑘
𝑇𝐑� k�=𝐆�𝑘,𝑅

𝑇 𝐑� k,R − 𝐆�𝑘,𝐼
𝑇 𝐑� k,I=g�k

Tr̅k (10) 
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where 𝐆�𝑘,𝑅
𝑇 , 𝐑� k,R and 𝐆�𝑘,𝐼

𝑇 , 𝐑� k,I are the real parts and imaginary parts of the equalizer 𝐆�k and 
received signal 𝐑� k . And g�k = �𝐆�𝑘 ,𝑅

𝑇 − 𝐆�𝑘,𝐼
𝑇 �𝑇

, r̅k=�𝑅�k,R
T ,  𝑅�k,I

T �T
. We want to update g�k  to 

minimize  Prob�ℜ{ŝk}≠ℜ{sk}� without regarding to the imaginary part of the detection. The 
problem model is described as follows, 

min
g�k

�g�k − g�k-1�2
 subject to  ℜ{ŝk}=ℜ{sk} (11) 

We consider the range of bias between the real symbol and the equalizer output signal, given 
by −1 < g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} < 1. The above derivation can be extended to other decision ranges. We 
rewrite the constraint of (11) as 

 g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} > − 1 (12) 

and 
g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} <1 (13) 
The constraints can be equivalently written as 

sgn�g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} + 1� = 1 (14) 

and 
sgn�g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1� = −1 (15) 
Combine (14) and (15) as follows, 

sgn�g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1�+sgn�g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1�=0 (16) 
To make the objective function differentiable, we approximate sgn�g�k

Tr̅k�  with 
tanh �ω�g�k

Tr̅k�� where ω is a sufficiently large number. Then the problem (11) can be 
rewritten as 
min

g�k
‖g�k-g�k-1‖2  subject to tanh�ω(g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1)� + tanh�ω(g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1)� =0 

 (17) 
Define the objective function as follows, 

𝐶(g�k)=‖g�k − g�k-1‖2+λ �tanh�ω(g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1)�+tanh�ω(g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1)�� = 0 

 (18) 
where λ  is the Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating (18), we can obtain 
∂C(g�k)

∂g�k
=2 �g�k − g�k-1� +ωλ �tanh' �ω�g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1�� +tanh' �ω�g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1��� r̅k   

 (19) 
Setting (18) to zero, we get the adaptive algorithm as follows, 

g�k = g�k−1 −
1
2
ωλ �tanh' �ω�g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1�� +tanh' �ω�g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1��� r̅k (20) 

Substituting (19) into (17), using first-order Taylor series to approximate )tanh(x , and using   
ΦR = g�k-1

T r̅k − ℜ{sk}, we obtain 
1
2
ωλ �tanh' �ω�g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk}+1�� +tanh' �ω�g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} − 1���

=
tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�

ω �tanh'�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh'�ω(ΦR − 1)�� r̅k
Tr̅k

 
(21) 

We then have ΦR≈0  and consequently 𝜔tanh'�𝜔(ΦR±1)� ≈ 𝜔tanh'(𝜔)  is a constant. 
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Substituting (21) into (20), we have  

 g�k = g�k−1 −
μr̅k

r̅r
Tr̅k

�tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� (22) 

For the imaginary part of the equalizer output signal, we have 
ℑ{sk} = ℑ��̅�k

T𝑅�k� = �̅�k,R
T 𝑅�k,I+�̅�k,I

T 𝑅�k,R = g�k
TPr̅k (23) 

where P is a permutation matrix given by 
P = � 0 I

−I 0� (24) 

Using  ΦI = g�k−1
T Pr̅k − ℑ{sk}, it is straightforward to obtain the following update algorithm,  

g�k = g�k−1 −
μPr̅k

r̅k
Tr̅k

�tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� (25) 

We rewrite (22) in vector type 

�
G�k,R

𝑇

−G�k,I
𝑇 � = �

G�k−1,R
𝑇

−G�k−1,R
𝑇 � −

μ
r̅k

Tr̅k
�tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� �

R�k,R
𝑇

R�k,I
𝑇 � (26) 

We rewrite (25) in vector type 

�
G�k,R

𝑇

−G�k,I
𝑇 � = �

G�k−1,R
𝑇

−G�k−1,R
𝑇 � −

μ
r̅k

Tr̅k
�tanh �ω�(ΦI+1)�� +tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� � 0 I

−I 0� �
R�k,R

𝑇

R�k,I
𝑇 �

= �
G�k−1,R

𝑇

−G� k−1,R
𝑇 � −

μ
r̅k

Tr̅k
�tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� �

R�k,I
𝑇

−R�k,R
𝑇 � 

 

(27) 

Now we let (26) and (27) times a vector [1, −𝑗] and obtain (28) and (29) 
�G�k,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G�k,I
𝑇 � = �G�k−1,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G�k−1,I
𝑇 �

−
μ

r̅k
Tr̅k

��tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� R�k,R
𝑇

− 𝑗 �tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� R�k,I
𝑇 � 

(28) 

�G�k,R
𝑇 + 𝑗G�k,I

𝑇 � = �G�k−1,R
𝑇 + 𝑗G�k−1,I

𝑇 �

−
μ

r̅k
Tr̅k

��tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� R�k,I
𝑇

− 𝑗 �tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� R�k,R
𝑇 � 

(29) 

And we add (28) and (29) which yields 
2 �G�k,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G� k,I
𝑇 � = 2 �G�k−1,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G�k−1,I
𝑇 �

−
μ

rk̅
Tr̅k

��tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� R�k,R
𝑇

− j �tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�� R�k,I
𝑇

+ �tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� R�k,I
𝑇

− j �tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�� R�k,R
𝑇 � 

(30) 

We divide (30) by 2 and define Ek as a complex error indicator 

ℜ{Ek} =
tanh�ω(ΦR+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�

2
 (31) 
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ℑ{Ek} =
tanh�ω(ΦI+1)�+tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�

2
 (32) 

We can obtain 
�G�k,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G�k,I
𝑇 � = �G�k−1,R

𝑇 + 𝑗G�k−1,I
𝑇 � −

μ
r̅k

Tr̅k
(ℜ{Ek} + 𝑗ℑ{Ek})�R�k,R

𝑇 − 𝑗R�k,I
𝑇 � (33) 

Simplifying (33), we can obtain the following complex type of NAMSER algorithm, 

G�k = G�k−1 − µEk
R�k

*

R�k
HR�k+σ

 (34) 

Where μ is step siz and σ is a constant. For BPSK sources, we have 

Ek  =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ tanh �ω�G�k−1

𝑇 R�k − sk+1�� − 1

2
,if sk= 1

tanh �ω�G�k−1
𝑇 R�k − sk − 1�� +1

2
,if sk= − 1

� (35) 

In the case of multi-level modulation like M-ary QAM, we can extend the equalizer algorithm 
to have the same formulation with the other two decision range  g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} > − 1 for √M − 1  
and g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} < 1 for −√M+1 by  

ℜ{Ek}=

⎩
⎨

⎧ tanh�ω(ΦR+1)� − 1
2

,if  ℜ{sk}= √M − 1

tanh�ω(ΦR − 1)�+1
2

,if  ℜ{sk}= − √M+1

� (36) 

ℑ{Ek}=

⎩
⎨

⎧ tanh�ω(ΦI+1)� − 1
2

,if  ℑ{sk}= √M − 1

tanh�ω(ΦI − 1)�+1
2

,if  ℑ{sk}= − √M+1

� (37) 

Note that the decision ranges of  g�k
Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} < 1, g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} > − 1 include the decision 
range of  −1 < g�k

Tr̅k − ℜ{sk} < 1. The value of the error of bias between the equalizer output 
and the real symbol is highly likely in the range of (−1,1). Now we will derive the range of 
maximum step size. Let the error of equalizer be defined as  

Ζ(k − 1) = �G�k−1 − G�̇�
2
 (38) 

where G�̇  is the optimum equalizer, we can obtain the mean error for the next instant as follows, 

E[Ζ(k)] = E ��G�k−1 − μEk
R�k

*

R�k
HR�k

− G�̇�
2

� = E ��G�k−1 − G�̇ − μEk
R�k

*

R�k
HR�k

�
2

�

= E[Ζ(k − 1)]+E ��
μ2‖Ek‖2

R�k
HR�k

�
2

� − E ��
𝜇(𝐸𝑘

∗𝛷 + 𝐸𝑘𝛷∗)
𝑅�𝑘

𝐻𝑅�𝑘
�

2

� 

(39) 

where Φ = G�k−1
𝑇 R�k − G�̇k−1

𝑇
R�k . To converge, we force  E[Ζ(k)] −  E[Ζ(k − 1)] ≤ 0, which 

yields 
μ2E�‖Ek‖2� − μE��Ek

*Φ+EkΦ*�� ≤ 0 (40) 
Hence, we obtain 
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[ ]
[ ]

{ }[ ]
[ ]

{ } { } { } { }[ ]
{ } { }[ ]22

2

**2

2

**

2

2

kk

kk

k

k

k

kk

EEE
EEE

EE
EE

EE
EEE

ℑ+ℜ
Φℑℑ+Φℜℜ

=

Φℜ
=

Φ+Φ
≤µ

 

𝜇≤
E��Ek

*Φ+EkΦ
*��

E[‖Ek‖2] =
2E�ℜ�Ek

*Φ��
E[‖Ek‖2] =

2E[ℜ{Ek}ℜ{Φ} + ℑ{Ek}ℑ{Φ}]
E[ℜ{Ek}2 + ℑ{Ek}2]  

(41) 

By the assumptions of E[ℜ{Ek}] = E[ℑ{Ek}] and E[ℜ{Ek}2] = E[ℑ{Ek}2], we can achieve 

 0 <μ ≤  
2E[ℜ{Ek}ℜ{Φ}]

E[ℜ{Ek}2]  (42) 

Then we define the optimal step size which refers to the NLMS algorithm [23] as follows, 

μoptimal =
E[ℜ{Ek}ℜ{Φ}]

E[ℜ{Ek}2]  (43) 

3.2 Turbo Equalization 
    In this section, we introduce how the turbo decoder operates and connects to the equalizer to 
execute iteration and become a turbo equalizer. In Fig. 3, we show that the content of turbo 
decoder which we follow the method of [24]. The turbo encoder involves two RSC encoder, so 
the turbo decoder also has two sub-decoder for each encoder. In encoder, we encode the data 
into three parts including systematic sequence which involve information of data, parity 
sequence of code 1 and parity sequence of code 2. So the coded estimated data also involves 
three parts which consists data bit signal x�i,k, parity bit signal x�p1,k of code 1 and parity bit 
signal x�p2,k of code 2. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The Turbo Receiver Structure. 

 
The equalized signal sequence ŝk is de-mapped to the estimate of the coded vector x�k. The 

output of decoder 1 is the log-likelihood ratio of the transmitted bits conditioned on the 
equalized coded sequence. First, we use the receiver signal of code 1 to obtain 

L1,k = log
P[dk = 1|x�k]
P[dk = 0|x�k] (44) 

and we do the same thing in decoder 2, 

L2,k = log
P[dk = 1|x�k]
P[dk = 0|x�k] (45) 
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The extrinsic information for data and parity bits for decoder 1 are denoted as Le1,k
i  and Le1,k

p  
which are calculated as follows, 

Le1,k
i =  L1,k − La1,k

i − LCx�i,k (46) 

Le1,k
p =  L1,k − LCx�p1,k (47) 

where La1,k
I  is the a prior information of data bit, and also is the extrinsic information  Le2,k

I  of 
information bit from the decoder 2 after de-interleaving and  

LC = a
4Es

N0
 (48) 

is defined as the channel reliability factor in [42]. The term Es is the transmitted energy per 
symbol, a is the fading amplitude and N0 is the noise power. For non-fading AWGN channels, 
a = 1. The ratio is defined as the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the channel. The output of 
decoder 2 is in a similar method like decoder 1 which yields 

Le2,k
i =  L2,k − La2,k

i − LCx�i,k (49) 

Le2,k
p =  L2,k − LCx�p2,k (50) 

where La2,k
i  is the a prior information of data bit, and also is the extrinsic information Le1,k

i  of 
information bit from the decoder 1 after interleaving. Then we use the data bit extrinsic 
information Le2,k

i  of decoder 2 and the parity bit extrinsic information Le1,k
p  or Le2,k

p  to calculate 
the desired information of ks  which is soft decision detected (44) and final output detection of 
data  d�k which is hard decision detected (45) using the following equation, 

sk
d = tanh�Le2,k

i �+jtanh�Le,k
p � (51) 

d�k =
sgn(Le2,k

i ) + 1
2

 (52) 

where Le,k
p  could be Le1,k

p  or Le2,k
p  and is chosen according to the puncture of parity bits. On the 

other hand, we use L2,k which is hard decision to do iteration as following. We substitute sk of  
ΦR = g�k−1

T r̅k − ℜ{sk}  and ΦI = g�k−1
T Pr̅k − ℑ{sk}  with the soft decision sk

d  in (44). The sk
d 

which is an error-less data estimation will send back to NAMSER equalizer in every iteration 
to optimize estimation of equalizer. Because we want to obtain the original transmitted signal 
to send back to equalizer, so we use the soft decision to get a close value of it. If we use hard 
decision in this way, the interference will not be removed clearly and it will cause error 
propagation. So we use the soft value to correct error progressively with iteration. A more 
accurate estimation can help equalizer to equalize signal. As a result, they can interact and 
increase the performance of system. 

 4. Simulation Results 
In this section, the performance, parameters of the circumstance, lookup table interval 

and iteration times are discussed. The performance of turbo equalization with the following 
algorithms, normalized adaptive minimal symbol error rate (NAMSER), adaptive minimal 
symbol error rate (AMSER), minimum mean square error (MMSE) and least mean square 
(LMS) in MMIMO SC-FDMA system will be verified by Monte Carlo simulation method. 
The channel model is the spatial channel model (SCM) proposed in [40]. We simulate our 
proposed system in the QPSK modulation and channel model are rural area with 2 path taps, 
suburban with 6 path taps and urban with 11 path taps environment. There are one or two 
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antennas for uplink transmission, and three or two hundred fifty six antennas at receiver. The 
parameter of NAMSER equalizer ω is defaulted as 1000 which control hyperbolic tangent, the 
normalized factor σ is defaulted as 0.3 and step size μ is 0.65. The FFT sizes are N = 256 and M 
= 8. The encoder used is the recursive convolutional codes (RSC). The code rate is 1/2 under 
three different channel encoders (2, 1, 3), (2, 1, 4) and (2, 1, 5) where the last entry denotes the 
memory order m. The random interleaver is employed. The BCJR algorithm is used in turbo 
decoder. 

 
Fig. 4. The BER performance of the proposed scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,3) in 2x3 antenna). 

 
Fig. 5. The BER performance of the proposed scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,4) in 2x2 antenna). 
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Fig. 4 shows the bit error rate  performance of every iteration of our scheme in 2x3 

antennas and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 3).We can see that the performances of the fourth iteration, 
the fifth iteration and the tenth iteration are almost the same. At the fifth iteration, the proposed 
scheme converges. Fig. 5 shows the bit error rate performance of every iteration of our scheme 
in 2x2 antennas and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 4). We can see that the performances of the fifth and 
tenth iteration are almost the same, so we know that our scheme converges at the fifth iteration. 
Fig. 6 shows the bit error rate performance of every iteration of our scheme in 2x3 antennas 
and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 4). We can see that the performances of the fifth and tenth iteration 
are almost the same. At the fifth iteration, the proposed scheme converges. If we compare the 
figures 5 and 6, some BER improvement can be achieved if 2x3 antenna is employed 
(compared with that of 2x2 antenna). Fig. 7 shows the bit error rate performance of every 
iteration of our scheme in 2x2 antenna and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5). We can see that the 
performances of the fifth and tenth iteration are almost the same. At the fifth iteration, the 
proposed scheme converges. Fig. 8 shows the bit error rate performance of every iteration of 
our scheme in 2x3 antennas and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5). We can see that the performances of 
the fifth and tenth iteration are almost the same. At the fifth iteration, the proposed scheme 
converges. From the simulations of Fig. 7 and 8, we find that if we employ more powerful 
error correction code, the BER performance of 2x3 antenna is almost the same as that of the 
2x2 antenna. Fig. 9 shows the bit error rate performances of using LUT approximation and 
accurate value in suburban environment under the same fifth iteration. We compare the 
influence in amount of LUT location. We can see the performance which the amount of LUT 
location is 2 and 15 and using accurate value of hyperbolic tangent are close when ω is fully 
large. Fig. 10 shows the bit error rate performance of using different ω in urban environment 
under the same fifth iteration. We discuss what value of ω is just fully large. We can see that 
the performance are close when ω  is bigger than 100. So we define that ω=100  is fully large. 
Fig. 11 shows the bit error rate performance of different value of normalized factor σ in 
suburban environment under the same fifth iteration. We compare the values σ is 0.1, 1 and 10. 
We can see the performance of range 0.1 to 10 are almost the same and σ= 0.3 is the best. But 
σ=10 becomes worse. We can choose σ in range of 0.1 to 1. Fig. 12 shows the bit error rate 
performance of fifth iteration of our scheme in 1x256 antenna configuration and turbo encoder 
is (2, 1, 5) in rural area at fifth iteration. We find that the performance of the proposed 
NAMSER algorithm is well better than existing AMSER, MMSE and LMS algorithms. Fig. 
13 shows the bit error rate performance of fifth iteration of our scheme in 2x256 antenna 
configuation and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5) in rural area at fifth iteration. We find that the 
performance of the proposed NAMSER algorithm is well better than existing AMSER, 
MMSE and LMS algorithms. Fig. 14 shows the bit error rate performance of fifth iteration of 
our scheme in 1x256 antenna cinfiguation and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5) in suburban at fifth 
iteration. We find that the performance of the proposed NAMSER algorithm is well better than 
existing AMSER, MMSE and LMS algorithms. Fig. 15 shows the bit error rate performance 
of fifth iteration of our scheme in 2x256 antenna configuation and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5) in 
suburban at fifth iteration. We find that the performance of the proposed NAMSER algorithm 
is well better than existing AMSER, MMSE and LMS algorithms. If we compare the figures 
14 and 15, some BER improvement can be achieved if 2x256 antenna is employed (compared 
with that of 1x256 antenna). Fig. 16 shows the bit error rate performance of fifth iteration of 
our scheme in 1x256 antenna configuation and turbo encoder is (2, 1, 5) in urban at fifth 
iteration. We find that the performance of the proposed NAMSER algorithm is well better than 
existing AMSER, MMSE and LMS algorithms.  
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Fig. 6. The BER performance of the proposed scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,4) in 2x3 antenna). 

 

 
Fig. 7. The BER performance of the proposed scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,5) in 2x2 antenna). 
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Fig. 8. The BER performance of the proposed scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,5) in 2x3 antenna). 

 

 
Fig. 9. The BER performance of the proposed scheme with LUT and accurate value of tanh. 
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Fig. 10. The BER performance of the proposed scheme with different 𝜔. 

 

 
Fig. 11. The BER performance of the proposed scheme with different σ. 
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Fig. 12. The BER performance comparison of the proposed scheme (NAMSER) and three existing 

scheme in rural area (encode (2,1,5) in 1x256 antenna). 
 

 
Fig. 13. The BER performance comparison of the proposed scheme (NAMSER) and three existing 

scheme in rural area (encode (2,1,5) in 2x256 antenna). 
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Fig. 14. The BER performance comparison of the proposed scheme (NAMSER) and three existing 

scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,5) in 1x256 antenna). 
 

 
Fig. 15. The BER performance comparison of the proposed scheme (NAMSER) and three existing 

scheme in suburban (encode (2,1,5) in 2x256 antenna). 
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Fig. 16. The BER performance comparison of the proposed scheme (NAMSER) and three existing 

scheme in urban (encode (2,1,5) in 1x256 antenna). 

5. Conclusion 
This paper investigates the MMIMO SC-FDMA communication system with spatial 

multiplexing and proposes a low-complexity adaptive turbo NAMSER equalizer for data 
detection. The iterative architecture can enhance the bit-error-rate performance of the original 
NAMSER equalizer. The performances of the proposed turbo NAMSER scheme and the 
existing AMSER algorithm, turbo LMS scheme and turbo MMSE scheme are compared in 
different channel environments. The performance of the proposed turbo NAMSER scheme is 
better than that of the three existing schemes. 
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